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INTRO
Overview
Art came out rambunctious and
unapologetic as a string of
carefully
curated
youthful
performers graced stages in
Harare in Bulawayo as part of
the fourth National Citizens
Convention (NCC).
Introduction
The NCC was held under the
Let Art Speak theme, putting
the artists at the front and
centre
of
community
development. The main thrust
of the Convention was to give
arts and creatives space to help
Zimbabweans understand the
challenges they face and seek
inspiration towards seeking
citizen-centric solutions. The
concerts took place against the
background of limited live stage
access for artists due to the
pandemic and other factors.
It also joins the ongoing debate
over the relevance of art in
conversations around the local
community
and
national
development.

Because of the prevalent
Covid-19 pandemic, NCC was
hosted virtually with limited inperson attendance.
The live concerts took place on
the 3rd of December in Harare
and the 5th of December 2021
in Bulawayo. In Harare, the
venue
was
Sherwood
Community Hub, Mabelreigh.
The National Art Gallery hosted
the Bulawayo edition. Both
shows started in the afternoon,
targeting an early evening finish
due to Covid-19 lockdown
conditions.
A mixture of art genres, from
poetry to hip hop, house and
dancehall, was made available
for consumption by guests in
attendance
and
those
streaming from home. In
addition to the hodge-podge of
scintillating performance, mindbending
mural
troupe
CaliGraph created one from
blank canvas to reality one as
the Harare event carried on.
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HA
RA
RE
On the eve of the event, the setup of
the stage commenced in the
morning, running into the evening.
There were artists such as Asaph
and Dhadza D present for
soundcheck. So too were some
members of Shabach the Band, the
sound system providers.
On the morning of the show, diving
into a sunny and hot December day
in Harare, the stage setup with
instruments took place, with various
artists spending time on stage with
the house band for the day, Shabach
The Band. Dadza D spent about an
hour with the skilled musicians, finetuning the act he would perform
later.
As this happened, artists and
patrons trickled in. Some such as
Hope Masike, TShoc, and Asaph

HARARE

had already arrived early, either
soaking up the rich tapestry of the
occasion's unfolding or preparing
for their performances.
Meanwhile, as the countdown to
performances continued, staff from
the organisers, Trust Africa, were
littered all over the place, providing
accreditation and refreshment
access for the artists and special
guests.
Just north of 3.30 pm, the two MCs
for the event, Star FM's Mox and
TrustAfrica's Michar, got onto the
stage. With the sun still beating
down rather furiously, the crowd
chose to sit in the shade in the trees
that naturally cordoned off the
space, creating something of a
courtyard.
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First performing was PrisCynth, an
Intwasa Award-winning poet from
Bulawayo. She exuded power in a
socially conscious projection of
issues, tackling issues such as child
marriage. PrisCynth also drew a lot
of her inspiration from her faith. Her
performance was well-received by a
crowd eager for more.
After, there was the very talented
Chengeto Brown. Starting with a
very well-adjusted version rendition
of her father Andy's classic Zindoga,
got sections of the crowd onto their
feet. Then as if that start was a
punch, she regaled the crowd with
songs from her catalogue including,
Pedza Neni and 4 am. With Shabach
the band backing her, Chengeto
owned the stage and kept the
partygoers, at least sections of
them, on their feet.
Hyped, the stage was set for rapper
TShoc, delivering a performance
worthy of a rockstar. It was high

HARARE

energy, the mic stand grabbed and
tossed around like it was in the
hands of Kurt Cobain. Even those
who were not hip hop heads felt
moved, audience members, asking
who he was, 'for the culture'. TShoc
made that much of an impression.
After a break in which the band
played live instruments fused with
digital tracks, much of it amapiano
and afro beats, it was back to the
live sets.
Except, Natasha Muz was not there
Not to worry. Enter Bulawayobased award-winning rapper Asaph.
Dressed mostly black - a short and
hoodie - the hitmaker styled his look
by wearing socks dotted with
Zimbabwe birds. He is a patriot that
one, you know. The hoodie stayed
on as he picked from his bag of hits,
dishing them out to an excited
crowd.
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Then there was the travelled mbira
star Hope Masike, with her band.
They were as advertised. Think
accomplished, brilliant, and an
example of the standard at which
live music should operate. There
was a pretty impressive moment
when she had backing vocalists
Florence Muteta and Ndomupeishe
Chipendo were playing wind
instruments.
Art was speaking and loudly.
And louder it got when Khadija then
came onto the stage. A powerful
voice, she shook the stage and had
the crowd already sauteed dutifully
served to the gods as they waited.
What sold her best was her power in
confidence, in your face speaking
without equivocation.
It got better. Enzo Ishall appeared,
DJ in tow. If it was not a party
before, it certainly was now. Those
working cameras had to find spaces

HARARE

to sneak to get pictures which was a
bit of a tangle. Yes, there was largely
helpful security, but on the whole,
one had to contend with screaming
fans to get as close to the stage as
possible. And three were invited
onto the stage where they danced to
the Kanjiva song. Firstly, two men
were as capable as one is when
slightly inebriated but still in control
of their faculties. Then a voluptuous
lady came, and after her Kanjiva
moment, she danced once to Bhiza
Rinoda Mutasvi, leaving the crowd
ecstatic.
But, if there is one person who
would dare to perform after that, it
is Dadza D. Mr Press Gas, as he is
affectionately called, treats the
stage as his fiefdom. He stomped all
over it, releasing songs like
gunshots, so much that Spirit
Fingers on the keyboard took off his
shirt.
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And when he finished, it was on time too, around 8 pm.
Then the beforementioned Natasha Muz appeared. She did get some reaction but, you felt that moment had gone.
Soon, the event closed down, and people left.
All in all, it was a day in which fed was mind and soul. The body too, for the artists as well as special guests.
Art had spoken in volumes.

HARARE
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BU
LA
WA
YO
The
gauntlet
thrown
down,
Bulawayo had something against
which to gauge itself.
The setup at the National Gallery
Bulawayo was more intimate, an
actual courtyard. There were chairs
around the sides and benches in the
middle. The sound system was
provided by Winya Sound.
Soundcheck
went
past
theadvertised 2 pm but, the crowd
seemed accustomed to the ways of
the city. The revellers were not
stirred at all.
A band for the artists consisted of
CydBass (bass), Shekinah (Lead
guitar) , Erastus (Drums) and Larynx
the Voice Box (Keys). The main
sound engineer was Dj Da_Kudu
Just before 3 pm, Clive Chigubhu
came onto the stage. He was the MC
and would later be joined by Michar
who had jetted u from Harare.
Chigubhu shared some of his
comedy classics before calling the
acclaimed and award-winning poet

BULAWAYO

Lady Tshawe
Our ribs undulated as she shared
some of her poems, centred largely
around intimacy. If she was nervous,
you would not have known it, her
verses
disarming,
masterfully
delivered with the dexterity of a
nimble-footed pigeon.
Enter
next,
the
pint-sized
bombshell, Novuyo Seagirl. It was
also good to see her sister Nomvula
backing her. She kicked off her set
with
some
reggae,
dutifully
executing it as if she always lived for
and in it. She did delve into her more
familiar house music, enjoyed
obviously, but there is something to
explore with the reggae.
During her performance, there was
a bit of rain, but it went away as
quickly as it arrived. No one left
though.
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Msiz'kay has spent years making us
love someone, and a hoard of fans,
particularly the women who were
spellbound, either hanging onto his
every word or singing along. Again it
rained on and off during his
performance.
Still, no one left.
For
the
uninitiated,
Oxzy's
performance came out of left-field.
His lyrics were pregnant with
consciousness, and his performance
was surprising well-put-together.
Those who knew him nodded with
contempt at those who were
surprised by his skill.
Indigo Saint introduced himself by
saying, 'I'm a rapper. Like I rap rap'.
And he brought it in. He delivered as
a skilled artist, an avid interpreter,
who treated the crowd like
parishioners for an anticipated
sermon. Asaph joined him for one
song on which they collaborated.

HARARE

With barely any chance to breathe,
Noluntu J was next. She rapped,
sang, and in her regal traditional
outfit, was quite simply fantastic.
And about the deportment, it was
the most impressive as it came
across as very intentional. Noluntu J
brought her tribe emblazoned on
her skin, and art spoke.
There had been a lot of talk about
Luminous being the next big thing.
The accountant did for Bulawayo
what TShoc had presented to
Harare. There was fire, on top fire, a
popstar, born as if for the stage to
do his bidding, tromping all over it
with purpose.
Asaph was back for the Bulawayo
leg, and as he did in the Bulawayo,
he rocked. The difference is that he
was home, and the reaction was
naturally big.
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Ishan, from Harare, was soulful,
delicate for the most, serenading
the audience even when his music
was not about love. Of course, Kure
got the best reaction, but his other
songs too were loved.
KNG BL had been running around as
part of those providing food and
drink for all attendants. There was a
free bar and food for all attendants,
and he was running around making
sure everyone got catered. Where
he found the energy to deliver a
barnstorming
performance
is
anybody's guess.
Fab_G, fresh from his Bulawayo Arts
Awards win, curated a solid set. The
keen were engaged. Those who did
not know before were informed.
Ryan Synth delivered a huge dose of
amapiano for the crowd, some of
them dancing on tables, chairs and
benches.

HARARE

Before Djembe Monks shut it down,
DJ Da Kudu did come on and sample
tracks from his new album AfroJams
Labangane.
And when the Djembe Monks set it
off, it was, as the colloquial assembly
would call it, 'fire'.
Art was delivered expertly and
defiant that afternoon. It spoke.
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QUESTION: WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR ARTS TO
BE INVOLVED IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT?
Art is important because not everyone can be a governor, and not everyone is gonna be in an office but art
can help in the development and should be allowed to.
PRYCINTH

Artists can really be the voice of a generation. Artists really paint the picture of what is really happening in
our society. Music is the foremost way to communicate with a lot of people.
ASAPH

In our culture we as artists were the ones who corrected society. At a traditional court, if there was an
errant who needed chiding, it would happen there with songs and stuff. Even if there was someone who
needed to be praised, it would happen there through music and stuff.
HOPE MASIKE

Arts can be used as a tool advocate, to speak to the general public, the ordinary person, because someone
may not understand what comes from the government with the lingo and everything. But if you use music,
if you use poetry, if you use drama, someone can understand what the government is trying to do.
LADY TSHAWE

The arts tell the story of what is happeining the community becuse if you neglect art, you neglect the
people who tell the stories that are happening the community.
MSIZ'KAY

The artists connect with people on an emotional intelligence level and intellectual level more than politicians
will ever do. So we have the power to facilitate conversations between the government and the people. Not
only are we entertainers but we have a social responsibility to hold those in authority accountable. The
power of music is to create conversation without the violence.
LUMINNOUS

QUESTION: WHY ARE EVENTS LIKE THIS
IMPORTANT?
Very important to highlight to the public, stakeholders and just generally, highlight what the arts can
contribute towards development.
PRYSCINTH

The fact that the event is also in Bulawayo is important is because there are a lot of artists in Bulawayo.
There are a lot of artists who are ready to speak to change. If we keep it centralised, we might not hear all
there is to hear.
ASAPH

Events like this allow us to share our different messages as artists and the beauty of this Covid-19 season is
that concerts are streamed reaching wider audiences.
HOPE MASIKE

It means artists are being considered, they are taken seriously and that our voices matter. We always talk
about art being the voice for the voiceless but noone really speaks for the artists themselves. So being put
on such platforms means someone is listening to us.
LADY TSHAWE
Without platforms like this music won't reach the people who need it.
MSIZ'KAY

It's different stories getting told on the same platform. Say you are here for favourite artists, but you get to
hear different stories, backgrounds, struggles so beautifully. Especially now it is hard for artists to get shows.
Artists benefit and you get to tell your story. it is like Denzel Washington said, "Doing movies without
theatre is so depressing because you need that interaction with the crowd." This event just gave artists
interaction with the crowd.

LUMINNOUS

